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Abstract 
Two (n x n)-matrices are exhibited, which have a simple expression i  terms of trigonometric functions of n arbitrary 
angles and possess remarkably neat spectral properties, such as integral eigenvalues. Several related trigonometric 
identities are also exhibited. 
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I. Introduction and results 
The purpose and scope of this paper is to exhibit two (n × n)-matrices which have a simple 
expression in terms of trigonometric functions of n arbitrary angles and possess remarkably neat 
spectral properties, uch as integral eigenvalues; these results might be useful to test the accuracy of 
computer codes which evaluate the eigenvalues of (n × n)-matrices. Several related trigonometric 
identities are also exhibited. 
In the following, the quantities 0j, j--- 1,2, ..., n, are n arbitrary numbers (possibly complex), 
different from each other mod(r0: 
0j # Ok mod(rc); j = 1, 2 . . . .  , n; j # k. (1) 
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Hereafter (n x n)-matrices are denoted by upper-case boldface characters, and n-vectors by 
lower-case boldface characters; while n is an arbitrary positive integer, n/> 2. 
Proposition 1. The (n x n)-matrix C, 
Cjk = i ~ cotg(0j -- 0,,) i f j  = k 
m=l ,m~j  
Cjk = i/sin(Oj -- Ok) i f j  :~ k, (1.2a) 
has theneigenvalues +_(n - l ) ,  _+(n-3) ,  _ (n -5 ) , . . . ,  _+1 or0:  
Cu ~m)=mu ~m), m= +_(n - l ) ,  _+(n-3) ,  _+(n -5) , . . . ,  + lo r0 ,  (1.2b) 
uj ~'~) = exp( -  imOj) k = l--[1,k ~ sin(0j -- Ok). (1.2C) 
Throughout  his paper i stands of course for the square root of - 1. 
Proposition 2. The (n x n)-matrix M, 
Mjk = -- ~ cosOjsinOm/sin(Oj -- Ore) i f j  = k 
m = l,m #j  
Mjk = -- cosOjsin Oj/sin(Oj -- Ok) i f j  ~ k, (1.3a) 
has the n eigenvalues O, 1, 2 . . . .  , n - 1: 
My (m) = (m - 1)v (m), m = 1,2, ... ,n, (1.3b) 
v~'m) : (cosOj)m-'(sinOj)"-m/ (1 sin(Oj -- Ok). (1.3C) 
k = 1,k v~j 
Remark 1. Note the possibility to generalize/reformulate th se results by replacing the arbitrary 
quantities 0j with 0j + 0 (and then perhaps by setting 0 = n/2 to get a neater esult). Also, note the 
"isospectral character" of the matrices C and M, as manifested by the independence of their spectra 
from the n parameters Oj. 
Proposition 3. In addition to the trigonometric identities implied by (1.2b) with (1.2a, c) and by (1.3b) 
with (1.3a, c), there also hold the followin9 sum rules: 
cotg(0j - Ok) cotg(0j -- Ore) = -- ½n(n -- 1)(n -- 2), (1.4a) 
j,k,m = 1,j va k,k #: m,m #j  
COS20j s in  O k sin Or./[sin (Oj - -  Ok) sin(Oj - Ore)] = ½n(n -- 1)(n -- 2), (1.4b) 
j,k,m = 1,j ve k,k # m,m ~:j 
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.j,k,m = l,j # k,k ~ m,m v~j 
j,k,m = 1,j ~ k,k ~ m,m v~ j 
j,k,m= l,j # k, k q:rnm q:j 
sin(20~) sin (Ok + 0m)/[sin (0j -- Ok) sin (0j -- 0m)] = -- 2 n(n -- 1)(n -- 2), 
(1.4c) 
sin (0~ + Ok)sin (0j + Om)/[sin(O~ -- Ok)sin (0j -- Ore)] = ½ n(n -- 1)(n -- 2), 
(1.4d) 
sin (20j + O k "~ Om) / [sin (0 i - Ok)s in  (Oj - Om) ] ~- O. (1.4e) 
Remark 2. Other identities can be obtained from these by replacing 0j with 0j + 0 (perhaps with 
0 = n /2  or 0 -- n/4 or 0 = n/8). In this manner one can, for instance, replace the cosines with sines 
and the sines with cosines, in the numerators on the left-hand sides of (1.4b)-(1.4e). And, of course, 
other identities may be obtained by variously combining these. 
2. Proofs and comments 
The results of Proposit ion 1 are not new [2]. Analogous (but somewhat less neat) results exist 
for the matrix which has the same diagonal elements as C, but has the off-diagonal elements 
i cotg (0j - Ok) instead of i/sin (0j -- Ok) (see (1.2a)) [ 1]. 
The results of Proposit ion 2 are easily obtained from those of Section 5 of [3], via the following 
positions: a = 1, b = 0, xj = cos 0j, y~ = sin 0j. 
The trigonometric dentity (1.4a) can be proven by evaluating the trace of C 2, using Proposit ion 
1. A more direct proof goes as follows [4]. Let 
c = ~ cotg(0 j -  Ok)cotg(0~-  Ore). (2.1) 
j ,k,m= 1,j ~ k,k ~m,m v~j 
Then use the trigonometric identity 
cotg ~ cotg fl -- - 1 - (cotg~ - cotgfl) cotg(~ - fl) (2.2) 
to get (using the dummy character of the indices j, k, m) 
c = ~, { - 1 - [cotg(0~ - Ok) - -  cotg(0j - 0m)] cotg (0,, - -  Ok) } (2.3a) 
j,k,m = 1,j ~ k,k ~ m,m ~j  
= -- n(n -- 1)(n -- 2) -- 2c (2.3b) 
This clearly implies (1.4a). [] 
The trigonometric dentity (1.4b) can be proven by evaluating the trace of M 2, using the results of 
Proposit ion 2. The diligent reader will have no difficulty to work out the details of the proof. 
To prove (1.4c), we first use in its left-hand side the trigonometric identity 
sin (0~ + Ok) sin (0j + 0m) ---- COS 20j sin 0 k sin 0,, 
+ sinE0j cos Ok COS 0,, + !2 sin (20~) sin (Ok + Ore), (2.5) 
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and then use (1.4b), its analogue with cosines and sines in the numerator interchanged (see the 
Remark 2), and (1.4c). 
Finally, to prove (1.4e), we replace Oj by Oj + 6 in (1.4d) and expand in 6, namely we use the 
formula 
sin (0j + Ok + ,~)sin (0j + 0,, + 6) = sin (0j + Ok)sin (Oj + 0,,) 
+ 6 sin(20j + Ok + 0,,,) + 0(62). (2.6) 
Insertion of this formula in (1.4d) yields (1.4e). [] 
Other trigonometric identities can be obtained by evaluating the trace of C v or M v, with 
p = 3,4,... This is left as an exercise for the diligent reader. 
We finally note that the formulae written above become particularly neat for the special choice 
Oj = 2rq/n, j = 1,2, . . . ,n;  some of the corresponding identities for trigonometric functions of 
"rational angles" had been already noted in [5] and reported in [6]. 
Additional Note. The matrices C and M have been used by a referee in order to test some standard 
computer programs to evaluate the eigenvalues of matrices. The following statement and "warn- 
ing" are quoted verbatim from the relevant referee report: "from extensive numerical experimenting 
it follows that indeed the results in the paper can be used to test computer codes for the calculation 
of eigenvalues and eigenvectors. If a computer code is able to obtain the eigenvalues of both the 
(n x n)-matrices C and M for large values of n, one can conclude that this code is very good," 
"calculating the eigenvalues of the (n x n)-matrix M for n larger than 80 is a very severe test." The 
second sentence is justified by having found that all the computer programs tested gave rise to 
considerable oss of accuracy in computing the intermediate eigenvalues ofthe matrix M for n = 80 
(with the choice 0j = j). It is a pleasure to thank this unknown referee for the extra attention given 
to our paper and for suggesting and permitting that these findings, including the warning 
mentioned above, be brought o the attention of the readers of JCAM. 
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